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Day 13*  This part of the unit may be significantly longer, depending on how much time you spend on 

the teaching and explaining the physics involved. 
 
Objective: Start a vocabulary list or add to an existing glossary. 
 
Materials:   
 Bold terms below 

Physical Science textbook 
Simple robot made to demonstrate physics terms 
Demos in parentheses next to term below 
*Any resources you use to teach the Force and Motion standards. 
 

Lesson:   
• * Our understanding of physics begins with: 

1. Mass (Use digital scale or triple beam balance to find mass of robot) 
2. Inertia (Place a 3x5 card on top of the robot.  Run robot for 3 seconds so that it 

abruptly stops.  Card should continue moving forward because of its inertia.  Give 
students Newton’s first law.)  

3. Force (Run robot to push/pull a small object forward/backward) 
4. Friction (Use wheels with different amounts of traction to demonstrate this term on a 

slanted surface.) 
5. Acceleration (Run robot to go in a circle or to turn to demonstrate acceleration.  

Remember that when the robot starts and stops is also an example of acceleration 
• Students use textbooks to define the above terms. 
 
• Our understanding of Lego Mindstorm starts with: 

1.  RCX – The programmable Lego brick functioning as an autonomous 
microcomputer 

2. ROBOLAB – The computer software product name 
3. LabViewTM  - The computer programming language on which ROBOLAB is 

based 
4. Firmware – The RCX operating system 
5. USB transmitter – A USB style transmitter used to transfer a computer 

program to the RCX 
6. Parts box – The green box with lid that contains all of the parts for each 

robotics kit 
7. Storage box – The clear/ shoe box used to store robots between class periods 

• Give definitions of the above using an overhead or PowerPoint Presentation. 
 

Assessment: 
 Share out responses for each set of definitions. 
 * Take questions during demo with RCX  
 Quiz when appropriate. See image on Day 14. 
 
 


	Acceleration (Run robot to go in a circle or to turn to demonstrate acceleration.  Remember that when the robot starts and stops is also an example of acceleration

